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About This Game

Here's your chance to make it big in the Big Apple... New York City, the city that never sleeps! Go for broke building your own
Manhattan empire, creating and customizing over 100 types of major businesses: run a hot nightclub, oversee a media

conglomerate, open a lucrative Broadway theater - the choices are endless. As your success grows, so will your reputation -
you'll be the toast of Manhattan, with the city at your feet.

With world-renowned landmarks, true-to-life neighborhoods, and spectacular New York City events, you're constantly in the
thick of the action, becoming a major mogul in America's most exciting metropolis. High-profile industries, real-world brands,

and a bustling 24-hour city give every player the chance to make it big.

Over 100 Manhattan business opportunities: run a nightclub, host a Central Park concert, own the city's hottest new
restaurant, create cutting-edge fashion businesses, organize the Thanksgiving Day Parade, and build skyscrapers as part
of your dream New York City skyline.
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Upgrade businesses with hundreds of improvements - increase the beauty, capacity and appeal of storefronts to
attract greater crowds and drive profits.

Create and customize original businesses with successful chain locations across the city.

Place buildings anywhere to create your own version of New York City.

Experience the reactions of thousands of New Yorkers, each with individual traits and tastes.

Develop world-famous Manhattan neighborhoods, each with its own authentic cultural flavor.
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For those of us playing Battlefield Vietnam many years ago, this game is a must! Graphics are good, gameplay is good, vehicles
including helicopters, aircraft, jeeps, uboats are awseome. This game deserves a look and is a great accomplishment by the
person who made it possible along with his wife and son!
 I give this game a 10 score!. PS3 has Journey, PC has that piece of crappy program.. I didn't read any of the nancy drew stories.
So I had no expectation what to expect. An average game. Very short and meh puzzles. For series fan it might be great but for
me it was not good. Only buy during a sale.. Alrighty! This indeed was a challenge to do. You have 2 achievements to do. Secret
Service and Shoot for the Alps.

Secret Service requires you to kill all the enemies in town before you enter the church. So again, stealth and Welrod. Patience is
a must. Because you really can't save, if you screw up, you have to start all over again, and believe me, I have been at it for a few
days and rage quitting cause there always seems to be an enemy that spots me! There are 13 enemies to clear out and the good
news is, when you get to your last enemy, he is tagged by the game automally. So polish him off and get your achievement.

NOTE. You can kill with Welrod on upper body as well. Every kill does not have to be a headshot.

Now once you have got that, you can restart the level, but just finish the map so you can see what you are getting yourself into.

Do the Shoot for the Alps second. Watch youtube vids and everything. I got over 5000 (you only need 4000) meters at the end
of the mission. You get the achievement when you finish the mission, not before.

Other than that, this map proved to be a challenge like the other 2 maps, Neudorf Outpost and Landwehr Canal.

Worth the money on a steam discount as always.

Even though this was frustating at times, it was fun when things did go right for me.

I saved at the first save point when I got about 9 kills and I was at the spot to do so.. Best game ever
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Everything in the Endless series is just pure beauty.

The realm of fantasy mixed with technology and using influence found within the Endless games is something to behold.

So glad to there is now a Digital Artbook, with artist commentaries, to admire.. Tom Clancys Endwar is a Great RTS and
Strategy Game

It provides hours of fun and entertainment for a low cost as well. Something else i really liked is the story on this game was alot
better than i remember. Now it is not a ground breaking story and is not really rememberable i just enjoyed the short cutscenes
after every battle that detailed the battle around the globe.

Pros
Good graphics
Each unit is unique and is needed for the overall success
Voice command is a charm
Low price
Detailed Units
Each army has unique units

Cons
Matches can become predicatable so play on higher diffuculty
Not a lenghty story about 8 hours but not bad
Only 3 armies

If you want a fun RTS that is not too expensive get this.
. Game had a lot of problems at the beginning, but after many updates, its now very fun.

This game is free yet its so fun i would actually pay for it.

The combat is not easy, and it seems to actually have a high skill ceiling.

Overall i highly recommend getting this game, the player base is still small but its growing fast.. Wouldn't recommend it yet,
tons of spelling mistakes, bugs, not an idle game it automatically pauses when its not the top screen :(

Fix it and I'll change the review to positive. Many games about war where u are a soldier, or even a officer, u feel like a great
person. U feel like u are important. It feels like u saved the day. It makes you feel so good.

If only it was so easy.

Just like Sabres of Infinity, you have to work ur way up, unlike many other games. U pave the way for youself. Make a horrible
mistake? Pay for it dearly. Made a good choice? Get rewarded for it. It is quite challenging and at some aspects unforgiving.
Not much to say really, it's great. Buy it if u are looking for a realistic war, not one u just win without losing anything. 10/10.

Really, stop reading this and buy it.

Why are you still reading? The buy button is the opposite side of this comment.
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U are just screwing around, aren't you?

BUY IT ALREADY. Looking forward to seeing this game develop further.. my cursor on my mouse does not function when i
play. is this a fault in the game and if so i would like a refund because i can not play the game
. VERY repetetive music. Bossfights wouldn't suck so much if i didn't have to listen to the uninspired, 8 second midi-loop all
the time.
Bosses have way too much health. Not sure if health scales with more players.
Certain checkpoints are hidden, and you wouldn't know it unless you randomly crashed into the right thing.
No mouse support. Spacebar is used as shoot/confirm.
Descriptions of the ships are inconsistent to the point where you can't be sure whether the ships are all different, or all the same.

I like hard games, but this is hard for the wrong reasons.

Suggestions for change: Reduce boss HP in single player, clear up inconsistencies in descriptions of ships, add mouse support.
Make new music if you can.. I don't want this review to be too long as you need to play the game to understand what I'm saying!

The Albino Hunter is one, if not THE best game of the year if we're talking about games that hide under the radar... (personally
:3)

I haven't played an old school RPG for a long time so I thought why not? I was recommended the game by my friend as it was
cheap, and one of the groups encouraged the purchase, so shoutout to them people - you know who you are!

The game hits you with hilarious humour that is present through the beginning to the end. Some people might find it cringy or
weird, yet I thought it was perfect as you don't see many games that use humour as a major thing as it's risky - althought you
have games such as Deadpool and this that pulled it off greatly. There are inside jokes that reflect upon the developer and her
past work which was pretty interesting. The reference to the actual player and the meta aspect was very different and it felt like
a breather from the actual game. The characters are very interesting with each and single one differing from one another in
order to pick your favourites and to simply not be bored with the same kind of dialogue. Quests are major in RPG's and the ones
that are presented in this game are unique, interesting and again - funny. There are areas that differ from another that also have
their unique enemies that provide a good fight, along with a decent amount of gold and exp. The new skills that are unlocked are
VERY classic such as boosting the ATK of the party, provoking an enemy to hit a specific character, hitting enemies all at once
yet with a reduced amount of damage and etc. This is the most basic description of the gameplay, in a nutshell :)

I feel like if someone wants to capture the essence of this game, they need to try to immerse themselves to the fullest by
blocking out the real world with a set of headphones and a comfortable seat as you'll be playing this game for a while - as
exploration is key to finding cool items but also the achievements that people are desperate to get! This game is really a gem not
only for the gameplay. Although this is a small indie title, the Dev's respond to every single question that the community ask
regarding the game. The timing is near to instant and the first comment will ALWAYS be from the dev - attempting to sort out
the problem whilst being kind at the same time.

By no means is this game perfect. There are many bugs and problems with this game as it's completely new - but it's slowly
developing. The devs release updates that sort out most of the problems and when a new one occurs, they fix it in a flash. It's
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\u00a30.15 (dunno how many centssss :S), you're not loosing anything and if you don't like it then oh well, maybe your friend
will! But yeah I hope everybody gives this game a shot as it's worth it in my opinion. I've only played around 6 hours and I feel
like I'm no where near done!. cool graphics but 30fps only, kinda straining for my eyes
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